What happens when book and art couple? The offspring is an artists' book, where the physical book becomes an indispensable part of the expressive experience.

Join us on Thursday, November 10 at the Queens College Library when Vamp & Tramp Booksellers will present a show-and-tell about the world of contemporary Book Arts. The proprietors will display various selections from their outstanding collection of artists’ books, which you will be able to interact with and ask questions about. Visit, listen, view and enjoy!

Vicky and Bill Stewart, Vamp & Tramp Booksellers, represent over 300 contemporary fine presses and books artists. Though they have a website (www.vampandtramp.com) and exhibit at selected book fairs, most of their efforts and time are spent taking the actual works to potential customers. They drive around the US from mid-January until Thanksgiving, their minivan a movable feast of Book Arts, putting the works they represent into the hands of potential customers. While traveling around the country, the Stewarts offer talks, spreading the word about the wonders of contemporary fine press and artists’ books.

Organized by the Department of Special Collections & Archives, Queens College Libraries
For more information contact Evelyn Leahy: qc.archives@qc.cuny.edu or 718-997-3650